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ISSD Africa: Gender dynamics in
seed systems
What sustainable business models for seed distribution reach
the diversity of farmers engaging in smallholder production
(including both women and men of different social
categories)?
•

Under which conditions does promoting female entrepreneurship
in seed systems improve the (i) reach, (ii) benefit and (iii)
empowerment of seed systems interventions for different types of
women farmers?

•

What social dynamics and local gender norms and roles support,
or can be harnessed to support, access to quality seeds and
sustainability?

•

What are the impacts of promoting female entrepreneurship in
seed production, marketing or distribution on local gender norms
in seed systems?
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Gender & seed entrepreneurism: A four
country synthesis
Tatiana Gumucio, Berber Kramer, Catherine Ragasa, Rhiannon Pyburn, Alessandra Galie, Samson
Dejene Aredo, Humphrey Jumba, Eva Nimorme, Immaculate Omondi, Farha Deba Sufian
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Study rationale
•

Significance of seed security
for food security and rural
development

•

Importance of seed systems
that promote gender equality
and women’s empowerment

•

Women’s seed
entrepreneurship as potential
pathway to seed systems that
promote GE and WE
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Study rationale
•

Women’s seed entrepreneurism might not be easy
•
•
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Limited access to finance, training,
technology
Biases against women in business

Study rationale
•

Research through a gender lens: what are the factors that inhibit and promote
women’s and men’s success in seed businesses?
•
•
•

Motivations
Barriers
Challenges

Context
•

Define “seed” broadly

•

Four countries/three value chains:
•

Ethiopia and Tanzania – chicken seed dissemination

Context
•

Define “seed” broadly

•

Four countries/three value chains:
•
•

Ethiopia and Tanzania – chicken seed dissemination
Ghana – tilapia seed production

Context
•

Define “seed” broadly

•

Four countries/three value chains:
•
•
•

Ethiopia and Tanzania – chicken seed dissemination
Ghana – tilapia seed production
Kenya – marketing of improved maize and sorghum seeds

Methodology
Quantitative methods
• Describe the women and men sampled per country
• Household survey data, using version of Women’s
Empowerment in Agriculture Index (WEIA)
Qualitative methods
• Assess factors influencing seed entrepreneurship
• Data limitations

Results: Empowerment statistics
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No. of obs

77

61

49

56

34

550
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17
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Note: a farmers selected as seed traders (champion farmers) and evaluated using pro-WEAI; b fry, fingerling, or table-size tilapia producers
and evaluated using modified A-WEAI; c chicken seed vendors and evaluated using WELBI.

Key findings: motivations
Kenya

Ghana

Tanzania and Ethiopiaa

ACRE Africa project

Profit-making
opportunity
Empowerment

Profit-making
opportunity
Low capital barriers to
entry

Training and learning
opportunity

Career advancement

Empowerment

Farmer interaction

Family encouragement

Possession of prior
customer base and
experience in agricultural
development

Prior access to
land/water, financial, and
human resources

Altruism

Note: aFor poultry trading

Motivation
pertaining to
women alone

Motivation
pertaining to
women and
men

Key findings: challenges to start
Kenya

Ghana

Tanzania and Ethiopia

Sector gender“inappropriateness”

Establishing customer
base

Women’s home-care
responsibilities (married
women)
Lack of technical
knowledge

Husband’s permission
(married women)

Challenge
confronted by
women alone

Challenge
confronted by
women and
men

Key findings: current challenges
Kenya

Ghana

Tanzania and Ethiopia

Supply of seeds
Competition

Feed costs
Business risk of fish
diseases (fish farming
especially cage)
Water quality

Unstable price
Limited access to bank
loans

Understanding farmer
demand
Costs of seed transport
and mobilization

Biosecurity
Lack of technical
knowledge
Unfavorable market and
price
Male resistance to female
supervision
Balance of care work and
fish farming

Challenge
confronted by
women alone

Challenge
confronted by
women and
men

Key findings:
management of
challenges
•

Time limitations
•
•

•

Strict scheduling (Ghana
W/Kenya W)
Training and hiring more labor
(Ghana W)

Demand and customer base –
leveraging social capital and
networks (Kenya W&M)
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Key findings: management of challenges
•

Current outside support
•

•
•

•

Financial (Kenya)
Building name and reputation (Kenya)
Training and technical assistance (Ghana)

Additional enabling environment needed
•
•

Access to land and capital (Ghana/Kenya/Tanzania/Ethiopia)
Gender awareness raising (Ghana)

Key considerations for women’s seed
entrepreneurship
Kenya: maize
and sorghum
Women’s participation challenges
prevailing gender norms

Time-flexible
Lucrative
Note: a Based on data on poultry trading activities.

Ghana: tilapia

Tanzania and
Ethiopia:
poultrya

Recommendations
•

Know the gender normative
context of the sector.
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Recommendations
•

Know the gender normative
context of the sector.

•

Understand how
empowerment and gender
parity can be conditions for
starting seed businesses.
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Recommendations
•

Know the gender normative
context of the sector.

•

Understand how
empowerment and gender
parity can be conditions for
starting seed businesses.

•

Assess how outside support
can help overcome genderrelated barriers.
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Thank You!
tgumucio@clarku.edu
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Better lives through livestock

Women in business: chicken seed dissemination in
Ethiopia and Tanzania
Alessandra Galiè, Amos Omore, Adolf Jeremiah and team
Team Leader: Gender, and Principal Scientist
International Livestock Research Institute (ILRI)
ISSD webinar
15 June 2022
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Livestock seed systems

2018 Call:
Seed Systems Development
Enabling and Scaling Genetic Improvement and Propagation
materials of Crops, Livestock and Fish

‘Women in business: chicken seed
TITLE GOES HERE
in Ethiopia and Tanzania’
(maxdissemination
3 lines)
Use this slide to convey an
example, case study or a
message you would like to
stand out.

Private companies multiply good breeds and sell DoCs to…
Brooders raise and sell chickens locally at 4 weeks…
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How to reach women in remote areas with good chicken breeds?

brooder

farmer

…?...
brooder

vendor
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Our business model: vendors

farmer

Some months later…

vendor

vendor
brooder

Our vendors:
Young women vet graduates

MEET NURU
‘the experienced/ veteran’’

Nuru grew up in a family that was engaged in animal husbandry, she could see how the
business helped cater for their needs but also experienced how the chicken/livestock would die
and pose loss to the business, this motivated her to go learn about animal science and use it to
support her family.

AGE: 31 years old
LOCATION: Siha,Kilimanjaro
EDUCATION: Bsc in Animal
Science and Production

CURRENT JOB: Brooder,
Sells animal feed, Volunteer extension officer.
EARNINGS: 700k - 2m profit

Aspiring to become a big animal keeper, owning a chick’s hatching factory, and animal feed
production, Nuru aims at furthering her education in animal science and expanding her
business to realize her dream.

ha

Currently, as a brooder, Nuru wishes to engage in different value chains of the poultry business
and is now investing her energy and time to gain more experience in the business. She does
this by attending training but also by providing extension services to the community, where she
gets to learn from the experienced, as she says those that have been raising poultry for a long
time have more experience than even people like her who have studied it professionally.
Limited initial capital to start the business was a challenge that Nuru experienced, so together
with the other 5 girls, they joined their efforts and resources, worked in a group - brooding the
first intake so that they can distribute what they earn then invest in their poultry businesses.
Nuru wishes to advise other girls to engage in the business because 1. it is a business that will
not limit you from doing other things and 2. do away with the perception that this is dirty work
and will hinder their beauty since it only requires a minimal time of the work and one can still
maintain her beauty.
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Our gender-responsive approach with vendors and brooders
1. Involved young women vet graduates
2. Gender-responsive business incubation
3. Gender-responsive mentoring

4. Assessed changes in women’s empowerment
5. Qual assessment of gendered constraints
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Some of the emerging challenges
‘my boyfriend worries that I will start earning
more than him…he wants me to stop the
business’
‘some farmers I deliver to, harass me…’
‘banks give me much smaller loans as
compared to male colleagues’
‘I do not own any land to keep the chickens’
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Steps we took to address the challenges
1. Identified young women vet graduates
2. Gender-responsive mentoring
3. Gender cap dev of partners
4. Assessed changes in empowerment
5. Transformative approaches:

a) Social media for women in business
b) Street theatre for masculinities
c) Gender-responsive business incubation

Our transformative approaches
1.

Norms change through social media
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2. Business
incubation dealing
with norms
Gender in
chicken value
chain

Gender
responsive M&E

Engaging men

Women
entrepreneurship

Women and
inclusive finance

3. Engaging with masculinities through street theatre
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Implications
1. Chicken business offers a rare and good income earning opportunity for young women
2. Reaching remote women with a ‘poultry package including marketing’ is effective
3. Addressing gender norms about women in chicken business at various levels
(household, community, business, customers and trainings) is necessary for the
women to benefit from poultry business
4. More systematic evidence is needed on impact of Gender Transformative Approaches
in seed system and their potential for Gender Transformative Change.

Boosting women’s participation in fish farming
and fish seed production in Ghana
Part of the TiSeed Project: To improve access to high-quality fish seeds
among small-scale women and men fish farmers to increase their
productivity and incomes in 7 major fish producing regions in Ghana

(up to 1 gram)

(200-800 grams)

(up to 20 grams)

(up to 30 grams)

1. Broodstock
multiplication centers

2. Hatcheries
[8 large integrated
hatchery/fishfarms;
25-40 small/mediumscale (5-8 women)]

(1 public)

3. Nurseries
(up to 1 g)

(15 total;
2 women)

6. Processors
and traders
(majority are
women)

4. Grow-out
farmers
(500-700 total; 5070 women)

(200-800 g)

(up to 20 g)

(up to 30 g)

Women make up 8-10% of seed, feed, and fish producers and dominate in processing and trading

5. Local feed
producers
(8-15 total; 1-2
women)

Key findings on gender-based constraints
• Gender norm: “fish farming is a men’s job” and “fish processing and marketing
are women’s job”
• Barriers to women’s entry: Major social and cultural barriers to women’s entry
in fish farming; but once women enter, there is no difference (access to
resources, practices, production).
• Perception on fish farming: Fish farming is attractive to most male youth
interviewed but less attractive to women; fish processing was more attractive for
women (based on FGDs).
• Of 5 FGDs (30 women participants), only 5 women participants were interested in
fish farming; most were interested in fish processing
• Varied experience and preference of female spouses in fish-producing households in
terms of their involvement in fish farming to help improve household income

Key findings on women aqua-entrepreneurs
• Multiple livelihoods: hatchery, nursery and grow-out farming are interrelated and
many women aqua-entrepreneurs combine these activities
• Dynamic process: some entry and exit from and to different nodes of the fish value
chain and across commodities → diversified livelihood strategies
• Support from male: Women aqua-entrepreneurs have support from husband, son,
or male relative.
• Role of resources: Women aqua-entrepreneurs have resources to invest, reinvest
and diversify enterprises (e.g., land, water source, and capital)
• Role of ICT and information: Women aqua-entrepreneurs got the idea of starting
fish farming from social media, video, or radio, complemented by FC extension
agents

Level and contributors to disempowerment
• High level of empowerment among female and male aquaentrepreneurs
• Female aqua-entrepreneurs were already empowered to
begin with; and have become more empowered through
aquaculture
• High level of empowerment of male spouse of female
aqua-entrepreneurs
• Low level of empowerment of female spouses of male
aqua-entrepreneurs
• Female spouses are disempowered mainly through lack of
group membership; control over use of income, and inputs
to productive decisions

• Across all respondents, the lack of group membership is
the main contributor to disempowerment
• Varied experiences in terms of time flexibility and time
burden related to fish farming, other livelihoods, and
household chores/care

What TiSeed project did and
is currently doing?
• Gender awareness: video, radio programs, social media, and TV
drama series showcasing women aqua-entrepreneurs and
encouraging greater women participation in fish and seed production
• Women’s inclusion in trainings:
• Ensured the women aqua-entrepreneurs participate in trainings;
encouraged interested women (who are just thinking about fish and seed
production) to the trainings
• Invited female spouse or other female family members interested in fish
farming and seed production

• Women-managed nurseries: Supported 2 women grow-out farmers
to upgrade/expand operation into nursery; discussing with
government agency to expand
• Fishponds for women groups: We are under discussion with the
government to provide ponds and organize women’s groups into fish
farming; and more trainings and marketing support for women fish
processors

Thank you

Overcoming gender-related barriers to
boost seed entrepreneurship:

A case study with ACRE Africa champion
farmers in Kenya
Berber Kramer (IFPRI)

Context: Seed distribution through champions

Champion takes
inventory on seed
demand via digital
tools

ACRE shares the inventory of
booked seed with seed
companies

ACRE engages
regional supervisors
for distribution of
seed to champions

Champion
receives seed and
distributes to the
farmers

Sales commission sent
to champion through
mobile money

Describing the Kenya sample in terms of Pro-WEAI
Main contributors to disempowerment,
regardless of gender:
• High workload
• Lack of control over the use of income
• Lack of autonomy in decision making
• Acceptance of domestic violence
Very limited contribution of a lack of group
membership.

Key findings from the qualitative work in Kenya
• Champion farmers started working as seed distributors because of project activities: incentives
and commissions on seed sales, trainings, and altruism/being able to help farmers.
• Enabling factors:
• Pre-existing social capital, helping champion farmers maintain a large customer base –
including good connections with agro-vets and groups to advertise their businesses.
• External support from ACRE Africa by providing trial packs, quality seed, branded materials
(hats, t-shirts), and badges to gain credibility.
• Challenges were mostly value-chains as opposed to gender-related: late supply of seeds, managing
competition, identifying farmer demand for right varieties, and problems with insurance product.

• Yet, gender norms did appear to disadvantage women: transportation, workload, having to ask
permission to attend meetings, resistance from village elders’ permission to speak in community
meetings, and doubts in women’s agricultural expertise.

What the program can/did do in Kenya
• Recruitment: Identify those who already have social networks and good connections, and marketing
skills. We did trainings focusing on providing women and men with agricultural expertise to better advice
their farmers.
• The product: It will be crucial to strengthen the value proposition and competitiveness of the seed
business model for the champion farmers to sustain. Yet, seed companies are questioning the value of
insurance in their marketing activities.
• Branding and publicity support to help women and men seed distributors gain initial customers and trust.
• Need for capital to provide an agrovet shop where seed could be stored ahead of farmers’ demand and
facilitate selling; support to provide inputs along with seeds, provide seeds on credit
• Regulatory support: Acquire a license to formalize their seed selling

• Transportation: Find innovative solutions to finance transportation for marketing activities.

What other actors can do
• Promote social capital: Support group membership
• Conducive business environment: Need for the government to refrain from small business harassment
created by costly regulations and documentation required; civil society mobilization to lobby the
government to refrain.

• Gender-transformative programming: More supportive environment in terms of gender norms

“The Wise Woman”
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